How to Market Your
Business in the Digital Age
Success in the business world hinges on doing things a little differently.
Any advantage you can get over your competition can have massive beneﬁts.
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At Quentosity, we are a digital marketing agency that does
things differently — we’re all about great experiences.
We design simple, engaging, and functional websites that
makes it easy for your customers to find what they’re
looking for when they arrive at your site
— but that’s the easy bit.
The real work is in converting your audience into paying
customers. This is what sets us apart from other agencies.
Using our digital techniques, we create an online experience
that transforms your audience into followers, and customers
into ambassadors. This e-book will go some way in
explaining a little bit more about the work we do and
how it can benefit you.
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So, let’s jump straight in and see how you should be
marketing your business in the digital age!

Stone Age Marketing
in Modern Times
Businesses were born the day prehistoric man decided he
wanted whatever it was his Stone Age counterpart had
— coincidently, this is also how crime first started.
But things were a real drag back in the Stone Age.
Getting a product out to the masses required a whole heap of work.
Things were made even harder when the only “words” invented were
“Ugg” and other variations.
Nowadays, in the futuristic digital age, marketing your business and getting the word out on your new product or service is easier than ever before — but are we really doing things differently compared to a
couple of hundred thousand years ago?
Are you using new digital marketing techniques such as lead generation
and the idea of inbound marketing?
To find out, let’s go for a quick time travelling trip.
Sit down, buckle up and rewind the dial back to the Stone Age to meet
a young (yet old for his time) 23-year-old entrepreneur named Uggugg.

Bang!
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We’ve landed. Phew.

Meet Uggugg.
Uggugg is a really bright spark that not only invented fire, he has also just
invented the world’s first spearhead. The spearhead has been a real hit
for Uggugg and his tribe and they’re reaping mammoth rewards.

Uggugg wants to get his revolutionary product out there to other tribes
and start trading for bits and bobs they need. How does he do this?
Simple. He has to walk and walk and walk some more to try and sell his
pointy device. This method sucks for Uggugg for two reasons: ...
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1. There’s a lot of legwork involved in the enterprise — no company
horse and cart to get him there (that won’t be invented for another
hundred thousand years or so) and when he does arrive, the new tribe
may think poor Uggugg is a spy and chase him away with rocks and
pointed sticks — door-knocking at its absolute worst.
2. Assuming things go well and Uggugg isn’t chased away, he now faces
the task of selling the tribe something they may not want or need. That
would be a real kick in the loincloth — all that hard work in getting there
and it turns out they don’t want spear heads?
We may chuckle at poor Uggugg’s plight and think we’re so much
smarter than his Stone Age brain — but are we really?
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Are Businesses Doing Things Differently in the 21st Century?
The answer is a surprising — “well, not really”.
Instead of walking for miles to sell their wares, many businesses
today still insist on interrupting their customers’ lives (or campfire tribal
meetings) and giving them the hard sell for a product they’re really
not interested in.
Door knocking, cold-calling, sending spam emails, annoying pop-up ads
on YouTube videos — these all interrupt the customer and in this day and
age, that’s a massive turn-off. Customers simply tune out and skip these
outdated forms of disruptive advertising.
If any of these tactics play a key part in your business’s marketing strategy you need to discover two little things called Inbound Marketing and
Lead Generation.

What is Inbound Marketing?
In short, inbound marketing turns your website or blog into a magnet.
You draw people to you without interrupting your prospective clients or
leads by going to them.

Instead of a business having to push its brand to potential customers
inbound marketing pulls people to your business.
This is essentially how businesses should be marketing their brands to
customers in the digital age. By providing concise, clear, and relevant
information to your potential customers, a strong relationship between
that individual and your brand is slowly being built.
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Which if these two scenarios would you rather experience?
Scenario 1:

Traditional Marketing
You get home from work, the shoes are off, you serve yourself whatever
it was that was bubbling away in the crock pot, crash on the couch and dig
in to another scintillating episode of Survivor.
Just as things are getting juicy around camp and the survivors begin
to hatch a plan to blindside Mary... Knock knock knock — Looks like
another power company is looking to convert you to their “same same
but different” energy plan.

ANNOYING
DOOR
KNOCKER

At this point, it doesn’t matter what the really, really, really, ridiculously
good looking, power company-endorsed door knocker says.
Your stew is getting cold, you’ve pulled a muscle getting up from
the couch and it was actually John that got voted out tonight!
How did that happen?
You don’t know.
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Your first impression of the new power provider isn’t a good one.

Scenario 2:

Inbound Marketing
You’re in the market for a new power provider that focuses
on renewable energy.
You type in “New Zealand power company renewable energy” into
Google to see what comes up. Maybe you find a study or a blog that
draws you in as it features your exact (or pretty close to it) search terms.
You click the link and you start to read the article. It draws you in with its
pretty illustrations, interesting statistics and relevant content.

You click the “compare our prices” link on the article.
A day, maybe two days, later the company sends you an email,
leaves a message on your phone or posts you a letter.
You have already interacted with the brand and shown an organic
interest in the business, so now your are open to being sent relevant
material — the key phrase is “relevant material” — spam isn’t cool.

NO SPAM
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You are now what is known in the marketing world as a “lead”
and the blog you clicked on generated you.
Scenario 1 is an example of disruptive marketing at its most disruptive.
It’s an old-school approach to generating sales.
Unfortunately (or fortunately?) this just doesn’t work anymore.
In the U.S alone there are over 200 million people on the do not call list.
Throughout New Zealand, letter boxes are plastered with “No Door
Knockers” stickers. People have moved on. Think those kind-of-funny
YouTube pop-up ads or spam emails are any different? Nope. It’s all the
same thing. If it interrupts the customer they simply tune out, skip, exit,
mute or delete.
Scenario 2 is a clear winner. You have approached the brand on your own
terms when it was most convenient to you and you are now open
to being sent relevant material.

Why does inbound
marketing work?
Humans are an emotional bunch. I know this. You know this.
We know this because we are humans. So why do so many companies
insist on marketing to people as though they are cyborgs or
emotionless zombies?
Inbound marketing is focused on attracting customers through relevant
and helpful content and adding value at every stage in your customer’s
buying journey. With inbound marketing, potential customers find you
through channels like blogs, search engines, and social media.
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By creating content designed to address the problems and needs of your
ideal customers, you attract qualified prospects and build trust and credibility for your business.

The Proven Methodology for
Growing Your Business
In the last few years, the same change in buying behaviour that sparked
the inbound movement has also spread throughout the whole customer
experience. How people communicate and what they expect from your
business has changed.
The good news? The inbound methodology continues to help
businesses adapt to fast-changing needs – not just with marketing,
but with the entire customer experience.
There Are Four Phases to Inbound Marketing
1. Attract:
You don’t want just anyone coming to your site. You want people who are
most likely to become leads, and, ultimately, happy customers. How do
you get them? You attract more of the right customers with relevant content at the right time – when they’re looking for it.
2. Convert:
Once you’ve attracted website visitors, the next step is to convert
those visitors into leads. You do this by opening up a conversation in
whatever way works best for them – with messages, forms, or meetings.
Once you’re in touch, you answer questions and provide relevant
content that is interesting and valuable to each of your personas
– and continues the conversation.
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There Are Four Phases to Inbound Marketing
3. Close:
You’re on the right track. You’ve attracted the right visitors and
converted the right leads, but now you need to transform those leads
into customers. How can you most effectively do this? The sales tools
available at this stage to make sure you’re closing the right leads at the
right time, faster and easier.
4. Delight:
The inbound way is all about providing a remarkable experience for your
customers. Plus, they have much higher expectations of your business
and how they’re treated than ever before. So, it’s even more important to
engage with, delight, and make your customers successful. If you do, they
will buy more, stay with you longer, refer their friends, and be happy to
tell the world they love you.
However, a “build it and they will come” mentality doesn’t quite cut the
mustard anymore. You have to be pro-active and entice customers to
interact with your brand. To ensure your new inbound marketing tactics
are reaching your leads in an effective way, you need to implement a lead
generation process to ensure no lead falls through the cracks.

What is Lead Generation?
Lead generation is essentially a digital marketing process that works by
guiding engaged potential customers along a sales pathway that leads
them to becoming a paying customer.
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Turn the Crowd into
Paying Customers
So you’ve created some awesome content and more and more people
are engaging with your brand than ever before. Site numbers are up.
Life is good.
However, window shoppers don’t increase your bottom line. Are you
looking to be the most popular kid at school or a business that wants to
make money? It’s great to be popular but it’s even better to be making
money, and that’s what business is all about.
Digital technology in the lead generation space enables businesses
to track where visitors are coming from, track leads, allocate these
customers to sales teams and convert leads to sales. A great lead
generation management system such as HubSpot can tell you how
well each marketing element is performing so you can use this
data to your advantage.

Fear Not, HubSpot Isn’t a Terrible Alien Virus!
HubSpot may sound like some ominous, deep-space disease,
but it really isn’t.
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So What is HubSpot?
HubSpot is a unique and powerful inbound marketing tool that, combined
with a digital agency like us (Quentosity), can help to streamline your
sales process and generate business for your business. Phew, the Men in
Black can stand down.
Sometimes in life, you come across a new “thing” and the concept of this
new “thing” utterly confuses your brain. Look at cheese for example —
the concept of eating curdled, mouldy old milk? No. Thank. You.
Yet, when you decide to throw caution to the wind and try it, it changes
your world forever.
As great as cheese is, you often need something to accompany it and,
when you do, it elevates the whole experience. That’s where a lead
generation, digital marketing consultancy experts like Quentosity come
in. We incorporate the unique and innovative features of HubSpot into
everything we do so we can make your business go from taxi to takeoff.
Quentosity are your HubSpot Tauranga and HubSpot Auckland experts.
The partnership between HubSpot and Quentosity makes for the perfect
combination — just like cheese and wine.

How Can Your Business
Use Lead Generation?
By using pretty nifty digital marketing techniques, and the concept of
inbound marketing you can turn the tables and attract customers to you
— no matter if you’re a large organisation or a small team of three guys
operating out of a quirky Kombi.
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Cool and creative blog posts, social media updates and other interesting
content that engages your customers will help you to generate leads and
will guide them along the sales pathway which will ultimately end in them
buying whatever it is you’re selling.

Ready for Takeoff?

Uggugg didn’t have the resources available to him like we do now. The
concept of lead generation and inbound marketing would’ve frazzled his
simple stone-age mind. It’s taken thousands of years to get to this point
but it’s time to start thinking like a 21st century business and make your
customers come to you.
Whether you’re based in Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga or Christchurch
(or anywhere in between) Quentosity will work with you to streamline
your sales process.
We can help generate business for you business and streamline
your service to make you more efficient and increase your sales
conversions — no walking long distances only to be chased away
by a stone-throwing mob for you.
If you’re ready to take the next step, contact us today as discover what
we can do for your business.
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Let’s be sociable!

